SureBand™
Introducing the
multi-band ligator
that’s simple, fast, reliable
and ready to use.

More clinically efficient and easier to use,
SureBand™ is better for both surgeons and patients.
Having been designed by surgeons for surgeons, the SureBand™ makes ligation
procedures more comfortable for patients, more clinically efficient for surgeons
and easier for nurses.

Designed for use with an
ordinary proctoscope

Innovative multi-action
handle controls suction,
fires and reloads bands

Clinically more efficient
SureBand™ is very clinically efficient. Its multiaction handle means you only
need one hand to control suction and release and reload bands. This leaves
your other hand free to hold a proctoscope and means you can work alone.
The design of SureBand™ also allows for much more accurate applications,
reducing the need for additional procedures.

Better patient outcomes
With the shortened procedure times achieved and latex-free bands, the SureBand™
improves patient comfort considerably and its disposability eliminates the risk of
cross-contamination.

Ready to use
The SureBand™ gun is ready to use straight from the airtight, clean tray.
Kitted with an anoscope complete with light guide, there are no spare parts
to lose, find or fit and the only extra equipment you need is standard hospital
suction and an illuminator.

Easier and faster
Because the gun is pre-loaded, already clean and can be used single-handed,
the time taken for a typical ligation procedure can be reduced from 20 minutes
to between 2 and 4 minutes for the banding of up to 3 haemorrhoids. In addition,
the illuminated anoscope delivers light to exactly where it’s needed.

Pre-loaded with 4 rubber bands. The deep
nozzle offers optimum suction pressure for
more accurate banding

Slim 120mm insertion probe

The Revolutionary
Multi-Band Ligator
with illuminated anoscope

A Transparent Nozzle
The clarity of the tip maximizes visibility
throughout the entire procedure. Preloaded
with 4 green, latex-free, bands. The deep nozzle
permits optimum suction pressure for more
accurate banding.

Latex-Free Green Molded Bands

Slim 120mm barrel

Each band is individually molded to create round
edges meaning that the band rolls off easily
without twisting and ensures a more reliable
release & secure fit onto the tissue.
Innovative multi-action handle controls suction,
fires & reloads bands. The stepped trigger
line guides the user through each step of the
application.

SureBand™ Kit
Includes SureBand™ and disposable
anoscope with light guide*
Part No : 40811
* LED illumination handle (GS-LEI-A-HB) sold separately
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